the study of speech timing, i.e. the duration and speed or tempo of speech events, has increased in importance over the past twenty years, in particular in connection with increased demands for accuracy, intelligibility and naturalness in speech technology, with applications in language teaching and testing, and with the study of speech timing patterns in language typology. however, the methods used in such studies are very diverse, and so far there is no accessible overview of these methods. Since the field is too broad for us to provide an exhaustive account, we have made two choices: first, to provide a framework of paradigmatic (classificatory), syntagmatic (compositional) and functional (discourse-oriented) dimensions for duration analysis; and second, to provide worked examples of a selection of methods associated primarily with these three dimensions. Some of the methods which are covered are established state-of-the-art approaches (e.g. the paradigmatic Classification and Regression Trees, cart, analysis), others are discussed in a critical light (e.g. so-called 'rhythm metrics'). a set of syntagmatic approaches applies to the tokenisation and tree parsing of duration hierarchies, based on speech annotations, and a functional approach describes duration distributions with sociolinguistic variables. Several of the methods are supported by a new web-based software tool for analysing annotated speech data, the Time Group Analyser.
objectives and topic overview
the present contribution concentrates on a selection of methods for analysing speech timing in english and polish. the unifying principle is not so much extensive data analysis or historical review, but rather methodological, looking at speech timing from three points of view: paradigmatic or classificatory, syntagmatic or structure-building, and functional in discourse contexts. DoI: 10.2478 DoI: 10. /linpo-2014 lp lVi (1) DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan preferred methods have varied considerably over time, partly in dependence on available statistical, formal and technological techniques. For example, in 1950s linguistic phonetics, Jassem & abercrombie analysed structural relations between phonemes, syllables, feet and rhythm. By contrast, in 1960s quantitative phonetics, lehiste, Jassem and others concentrated on isochrony (equal unit timing) in relation to words, syllables and phonemes, while in the 1970s psycholinguistics introduced perceptual experiments with timing and sentence complexity. In the 1980s and 1990s, work in speech technology by Campbell and in computational phonology by Bird led to statistical and logical models of speech timing. Subsequently, continuing to the present day, rhythm modelling in comparative phonetics and formal oscillator models, and the analysis of large corpora with cart (Classification and Regression Trees) methods, as well as quantitative applications to l2 learning, have emerged. what has emerged, at this global level of discussion, is the very large number of degrees of freedom manifested in speech timing, including properties of different phone types, phone positions in syllables, syllable positions in words, and word positions in relation to boundary types in parallel syntactic and intonational phrase structures (cf. Campbell 1992) , as well as pause distribution and functionality (cf. dechert & raupach 1980) . in this brief review, only a few immediately relevant trends are selected.
a major influence in the investigation of speech timing models has been the need for predictive models of segment duration in speech technology, particularly speech synthesis. the earliest models were rule-based, and used a combination of linguistic and phonetic analysis to create sets of segment duration rules for english. In an early model (klatt 1976) each segment is attributed an inherent duration, and is shortened or lengthened by a context-dependent percentage value, subject to a specified minimum duration. the contexts included pre-pausal final lengthening, non-final shortening, non-initial vowel shortening, non-stressed sound shortening, and vowel lengthening before voiced consonants. the model was successfully applied in speech systems such as Klattalk and DECtalk (klatt 1987) . Rule-based duration models were also created for many other languages, e.g. for French (o'shaughnessy 1984) , german (portele et al. 1990 ) and hungarian (olaszy 2002) . In the development of rule-based models, linguistic knowledge, experience and intuition dominate over extensive quantitative analysis of actual corpora, and both the rules and their parameters are defined with a sequential, (semi-)manual trial and error approach. Corpus-based models focus more on variation and constancy in large collections of data, though they necessarily also involve linguistic information.
Studies of english timing have been well documented (cf. contributions to gibbon et al. 2012). For polish, initial significant results on speech timing were achieved several decades ago (e.g. richter 1973; 1974; Jassem et al. 1981) , with investigation of relations between logatoms and linguistic features, the influence on segment duration of position in accent units, and distinctions between duration classes, many of the studies focusing on isochrony and its limits. the methods used included rhythm structure modelling with logatoms and linguistic features, a power function relating segmental duration and the number of syllables within an accent unit, and regression models for isochrony in the nRu (narrow Rhythm unit) vs. number of syllables in rhythm units (cf. Jassem et al. 1981) , finding that the greatest tendency to isochrony was present in the narrow Rhythm unit.
Variable speech rate, and its effect on phone durations, vowel formant patterns and syllable structure, poses another challenge for speech timing models (Łobacz 1976a, b; zee 2002; cummins 1999; crystal 1969) . Findings include dependency on type of speaker, type of sentence, position in the phrase, and asymmetry of distance between tempi: slow to normal is greater than normal to fast. the optimal fast rate was calculated to be almost double that of the optimal slow rate.
In the present contribution, a small selection of current methods for the investigation of speech timing is brought into focus, with particular emphasis on syllable duration patterning. we take the pragmatic position that theory and its empirical grounding are heavily influenced by available methods, techniques, procedures and tools, and consequently we do not concentrate on linguistic or cognitive theories of rhythm. the methods we select focus mainly on the computational treatment of large corpora.
the polish and english data used include the following: 1. analysis of 'authentic data', i.e. speech which is not elicited for the specific purpose of analysis.
2. analysis of a well-defined data set via perceptual judgments by selected subjects.
3. linguistic corpus analysis and functional interpretation of temporal properties of speech in relation to features of discourse, specifically focusing on gender differences.
a paradigmatic perspective on contextual factors

Cart analysis
More recently, technological advances have resulted in the use of techniques based on universal statistical tools such as CaRt (Classification and Regression Trees, first introduced by Breiman et al. 1984) , cluster analysis (e.g. everitt et al. 2011) and neural networks (used for duration analysis e.g. by Vainio 2001) , with data obtained from large (and very large) corpora of continuous speech. however, it needs to be mentioned that although corpus-based models often guarantee, for instance, better naturalness of synthesised speech, and thus are strongly preferred in many practical applications, rule-based models are also still present. they can be developed with the support of available statistical techniques, but without costly speech corpora, and have thus found applications in situations where it is more important to achieve speech characterised by high speed while still retaining intelligibility and relative correctness (over "naturalness") (e.g. moos & trouvain 2007; moers et al. 2010) . In fact, nowadays it is often the case that the two approaches overlap, and careful linguistic feature extraction is usually an important stage preceding the actual statistical processing. linguistic knowledge may be used not only at the data preparation stage, but also in the modelling process itself (van santen 1993; Möbius & van santen 1996) .
Studies vary in the choice of the unit used as the base for segmental duration modelling. Frequently, the phone is used as the unit, though Campbell's model (1992) analyses phone duration as dependent on syllable properties. the huge number of combinatory possibilities for units in natural speech generate a large space of coarticulation and other inter-unit effects (van santen 1993): unnatural distortion results at concatenation points which do not capture these effects, even if a ttS (text-to-speech) system otherwise works well.
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DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan a related challenge for acoustic inventory design and acoustic modelling is the high rate of occurrence of rare events, the so called lnRe problem (large number of Rare events; Möbius 2001 ). a compromise between database size and sufficient coverage of unit combinations can be reached by optimising the contents of the database, e.g. using greedy set covering algorithms, i.e. heuristic approximation based on locally optimal choices (Buchsbaum & van santen 1997) and by manipulating the size of units used for unit selection. nonuniform unit selection has been reported to result in a good quality of synthesised speech for many languages (e.g. king et al. 1997): selecting longer concatenation units is expected to result in a smaller number of glitches at concatenation points, and a more natural sound. however, for highly inflecting languages (e.g. polish, turkish, arabic) it is especially challenging to use larger concatenation units, because a very large number of inflected forms in these units would be required.
Setting unit selection preferences by means of cost functions and penalties influenced by constraints from structures at different levels is another strategy for improving duration models. In a duration model developed for the polish BoSS synthesiser (Szymański et al. 2011 ) the best results of perception tests as regards the quality of synthesized speech were achieved when the systemʼs unit selection algorithm was set up to use phone level units as the basis with a duration model containing features from both segmental and suprasegmental levels of utterance structure (klessa et al. 2007) . thus, although the unit selection algorithm is phone-based only, information from different levels of utterance structure is provided.
the CaRt statistical method of analysis is based on two kinds of tree techniques for solving the tasks of (1) classifying objects (for categorical variables) and (2) predicting the actual values of a feature (continuous variables). In the case of segmental duration modelling, both types of tasks are highly useful, due to the fact that duration models need to be based on various types of (often interacting and interdependent) variables. the target task of creating a duration model (and predicting durations) can be solved using, for example, nominal categorical variables (such as the type of vowel, place or manner of articulation), numerical variables (the length of a syllable, word or foot containing the sound in question expressed in time units or as a number of component sub-units), and also ordinal categorical variables (the position of a sound within a higher structure, e.g. a syllable or a word). generally, the aim is to define a set of logical if-then split conditions that allow prediction or classification of cases. example conditions for duration prediction might include instances such as: is this the sound /a/? - if yes, then is the sound position within the syllable structure "onset"? - if not, then is the soundʼs manner of articulation "fricative"? etc.
among other things, CaRt-based models surely owe their popularity to the availability of easy automatic construction of the models (e.g. king et al. 2003) . however, although the tree building procedures are automated, the input for CaRt still depends on corpus data, so it is crucial to provide high-quality annotations and to define features whose values will be derivable from the data. the influence of the features is usually analysed in several stages during model development: separately for individual features or for small subsets of a larger feature set (using various statistical methods such as analysis of variance or correlations between factors) and with the use of the whole set of features. the wagon CaRt building programme (king et al. 2003) , for example, offers an automated stepwise option that incrementally finds features that contribute most to the predicted variable within a specific feature set. the feature set is treated as a whole, and the correlation of particular features is expressed as a cumulative correlation, i.e. the features are ranked in a way that the most contributive feature is treated as the best, and the correlation of each of the subsequent features is increased by a number depending on their percent contribution to the overall mean correlation of the feature set. this provides the possibility of observing the impact of the inclusion of particular features on the overall result of the developed feature set. For instance, in the polish BoSS duration model obtained with such a CaRt prediction procedure, the context information for phone duration is provided for the phone in question and for three adjoining left and right context sounds. the features in the final set relate to the current phone identity, its manner/place of articulation, presence of voice, and sound position as regards higher-level units. the correlation obtained with the final 57-element set of features was 0.8 (with RMSe at 15.4, and error at 11.3451).
Measuring and perceiving speech rate
when speaking of speech rate or tempo, the fundamental question is the definition of what actually is meant by the terms and how the accepted acoustic or articulatory measures are related to human perception of speech rate. In order to address these questions, it might be helpful to mention at least several concepts and definitions. First, there is the distinction between the objective (actually realised and measurable/quantifiable) and subjective speech tempo (depending on individual judgment, referring to either intended or perceived tempo). then there are the notions corresponding to the time span under consideration, according to which speech rate can be seen as global / long-term (related to the whole uttered text, sentence, individual characteristics of a personʼs speaking style) or local / short-term (local variations of tempo within the uttered text). a related issue will be the multi-directional relationships between the global and local rates, both as regards acoustic measurements and perception-based rate judgments (cf. wagner & windmann 2011). another dichotomy comes from the distinction of gross (including pauses) and net (excluding pauses) speech tempo. Respecting the gross vs. net distinction may be especially important when dealing with longer-term speech rate, in terms of acoustics or the perceptual assessments of speaking rate as a characteristic of a longer stretch of speech or of a personʼs speaking style.
Speech rate can be understood and thus measured in various ways depending on the accepted definitions and prospective application of the measurement results. the same refers to the choice of the base unit and the interval for calculations (syllables, speech sounds, morphemes, words or even sentences per unit of time in milliseconds, seconds or minutes). Łobacz (1976b) points out issues related to the ease of discerning limits of the units and the desired unambiguity of their borders, and on the other hand the questions of reductions, omissions or transpositions of segments in different realisations of the same text. wordbased rate measures are in some cases preferred (e.g. Syrdal et al. 2012) due to the ease of distinguishing words in transcripts. however, the apparent ease might not always be borne out in reality, especially in the case of comparative studies. when comparing measurements based on words or phones with models constructed for automatic speech recognition, the results achieved with phone-based rate measures were significantly better than those achieved with rates calculated using words as the basic units (siegler & stern 1995) , due especially lp lVi (1) DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan to differences in word lengths or structures. an example of a problematic word element in polish might be the case of non-syllabic prepositions z, w (pronounced /z/ or /s/ and /v/ or /f/, respectively, depending on the presence of voice in the directly following context). In fact, for technical applications, these prepositions are often treated not as independent units but as parts of subsequent syllabic words; in this way the pronoun becomes merged with the neighbouring word. Such a solution was chosen for the polish BoSS synthesiser (Demenko et al. 2010) . pfitzinger (1996) compared automatic estimations of speech rate using local phone rate versus syllable rate, and claimed that although both of these measures gave significant and similar results, they were not identical and thus the overall speech rate measure should be treated as a combination of the two types of measures rather than as any of them separately.
Regardless of significant rate variation across particular utterances produced by a speaker, the speakerʼs overall rate can be viewed as his/her individual characteristic. as an acoustic correlate, the "individual" speech rate can be treated as the mean rate per unit of time (probably differing for a particular type of speech: read, spontaneous, affective, etc.). the perceived rate of speech may be characterised by a range of cues (e.g. pausing schemes, articulation), and the weight attributed to these cues by the listeners can depend on various factors such as variability of the cues in the signal (grosjean & lass 1977) . In the perception domain, listeners also somehow compensate for the local speech rate variations or use them as cues to formulate a general impression of overall rate. although the task of assessing the speech tempo often appears to be a quite intuitive and easy task for a listener, the exact manner of compensation and specific ways of using the cues are not obvious. Speech rate perception can be affected by both the intended and the realised rate (koreman 2006), as dependent on the actually perceived speech signals as well as on the listenerʼs previous knowledge and their own speaking habits. thus yet another complicating issue is the subjective nature of listenersʼ judgments.
In most studies, speech rates are grouped into two, three or sometimes five categories (fast-slow, fast-neutral-slow, medium-fast/slow, etc.). however, as was observed by Łobacz (1976b) , the "distances" between the nominal categories of speech rate are not symmetrically distributed around the neutral speech rate, which might suggest a need for verification of the categorisation. a possible starting point might be made by using a more sophisticated or a continuous rating scale for speech tempo assessment (treiblmaier & Filzmoser 2009; arnold et al. (2011) : on prominence rating scales).
In the next two subsections the results of speech rate measurements and perceptual assessment in polish read speech are discussed. the main goal of the first part of the study (Section 2.3) is to inspect selected quantitative measures of speech rate expressed in sounds, syllables and words, and make a comparison with dialogues. For the second part (Section 2.4), it is aimed to compare the measurements with perceptual judgments of global tempo, and to investigate the assessments obtained with the use of a continuous rating scale. as the text material, aesop's Fable The North Wind and the Sun (for polish transcription see jassem 2003) is used. the recordings come from the paralingua corpus (klessa et al. 2013) and were realised according to two scenarios: the speakers were asked: (1) to read the text neutrally using their habitual reading style, and (2) to read the text as if they were pushed for time but still needed to read the text in an understandable way. For the present study, the recordings of 6 speakers reading the text twice (according to each of the two scenarios) are used, as well as, additionally, the recordings of 2 more speakers reading the text only once (one speaker in scenario 1, and one in scenario 2). Figure 1 shows the obtained measurements of mean syllable, sound, and word rates per second as well as the total number and mean duration of pauses produced by six speakers (for better comparability of tendencies, some values were scaled as shown in the legend; the figure depicts results only for 12 out of 14 speakers, i.e. those who read the text twice, but the numbers in the text are given for all participants). as can be seen, the mean values of the syllable and word rate tend to differ in a similar way across speakers, while the mean sound rate differences show more inter-speaker variability. It should be noted here that the very high correlation (see also table 1 for numbers) between the syllable rate and word rate might be partly explained by the repetitive occurrence of several monosyllabic words, most of them containing complex consonant clusters (e.g. wiatr /vjatr/ or płaszcz /pwaSt^S/). Since the text is not phonetically balanced and the number of speakers is limited, the obtained rates ought to be treated only as rough estimates of tempo in polish read speech. the results generally confirm the figures reported by Łobacz (1976b) , where fast phone rate was found to lie between 14.3 and 16.2 and normal phone rate between 11.8 and 14.6. In the present results, the overall means for all speakers were 16.69 and 13.66 for fast and normal intended speech respectively. the fast tempo was significantly higher than the maximum in the study of Łobacz in the case of three speakers, and in the case of normal tempo all speakers used rates within the respective range, except for speaker h, who spoke the fastest overall. the number of pauses appeared to be slightly higher in normal intended tempo (the mean number of pauses was 8.43 for fast speech and 10.71 for normal), apart from the results for two speakers (one of whom was speaker h, who had the fastest rate of all). on the other hand, in these two cases, the mean duration of pauses was significantly higher than in the case of any other speaker, which might suggest a kind of compensation for the lower number of pauses by pause lengthening. the mean durations of pauses differ significantly in fast and normal rates, being consistently (and not surprisingly) higher in the latter (206.24 / 373.69). In the case of speaker e, the smallest differentiation as regards the number and length of pauses can be observed in the two intended rates, however at the same time for this speaker the largest difference between mean phone rates was noted (4.62) which in turn might show that this speakerʼs preference was to differentiate rates by altering articulation rate rather than pausing schemes.
some quantitative measures of tempo
In order to further examine the timing properties of fast and slow read speech, selected global measures of timing were performed for the above material with the tga tool (Section 3 and gibbon 2013) and compared with the results obtained from six polish dialogues (details in Section 4). the results are based on 148 interpausal time groups for read speech and 390 groups for dialogues. as can be seen in Figure 2 , apart from the expected difference in overall durations between the fast speakers and the remaining ones, the largest discrepancies can be observed in the overall and mean slopes between read and conversational speech, which might be regarded as a confirmation of the tendency reported in Section 3.2 below, i.e. the slope being a potential style or genre marker. however, this observation requires further verification, especially due to the speaker-related differences in slopes in dialogues. another discrepancy can be seen in the tendencies for SD measures, especially the overall SD, which appears to differ for each of the three datasets. 
perception-based subjective assessment of tempo
the same recordings of read speech were used in a perception test in which 23 listeners (students of the same linguistics department) were asked to perceptually assess the speech rates of the speakers. During the test, the signals were played in a random order to each subject individually via headphones. participants were instructed to listen to each of the recordings, and were also allowed to replay the recording or its fragments. Subjects were presented with the rating scale and the method of rating before they started to listen. after listening, the task was to mark their own subjective judgment of the speakerʼs overall speech tempo on a continuous scale without any number or scale given (only min-max markers at the ends of the scale). It was emphasized that the task was not to compare rates between particular recordings, but rather to express oneʼs personal judgment or impression. after marking an answer, the subject could modify it (as many times as desired) but only until she/he proceeded to a recording of another speaker - it was not possible to alter the ratings afterwards. the results of the perception test showed that the listenersʼ judgments of speech rate were generally in line with the speakersʼ intentions (all recordings intended as fast obtained mean ratings above the general mean, and conversely, all "normal" ones were given rates below the overall mean). table 1 presents correlations between the mean rate expressed in syllables, sounds, and words, and also the mean of perceptual ratings, pause number and mean pause durations. the perceptual ratings were found to be highly positively correlated with the overall syllable rate and overall word rate (corr. above 0.95). the correlation with the phone rate is also positive and statistically significant, but slightly weaker. as was already mentioned above in Section 2.3, there is a very high correlation between word and syllable rates, thus at this stage it is not conclusive whether the listeners based their judgments more on word or syllable rate cues. the negative correlation of ratings with the number and duration of pauses is also significant, with pause duration being a little more influential (-0.71) than the pause number.
In order to examine the outcome of using the continuous rating scale in the perception experiment, a tree diagram (Figure 3 ) was produced as a result of cluster analysis performed with Statistica software. partitions of the results visualised on such a tree diagram can be achieved by cutting the tree at a specific height (y-axis value). In the search for methods of attaining the optimal cutting level, several approaches have been developed (cf. e.g. everitt et al. 2011: 95-96) . Considering the standard agglomerative clustering, the division should be made at a height "such that clusters below that height are distant from each other by at least that amount", thus informally suggesting the number of clusters. In Figure 3 , two main clusters of judgments can be distinguished (cutting at a distance of ca. 60); however, the optimal clustering might be expected with cutting either at an agglomeration distance of 30 (thus giving 3 categories of speech rate) or at a distance of 10 (resulting in 5 categories). for the two hypothesised groupings, a k-means clustering was performed to look at the means of ratings grouped into 3 or 5 clusters of greatest possible distinction. the results are given in table 2. all distances of means between clusters are significant, and range from 13.6 to 18.78 for the 5-cluster grouping, while for the 3-cluster grouping the difference in means between cl.1 and cl.2 (29.93) was slightly higher than between cl.2 and cl.3 (25.02). the results in table 2 show means for clusters ordered according to the tree diagram (and not the rating values). this finding might tentatively be considered to contribute to the discussion initiated by Łobacz (1976a: 178-179) , who found that speakers tended to differentiate more between slow and normal rates than between normal and fast rates (the extremely fast tempo being limited by physiological factors). however, the clustering results presented here are preliminary and need to be examined in more detail, especially as regards the qualitative validity of the grouping. was designed to provide a framework for linguistic and phonetic speech timing studies: Categorial time as the distinctive feature 'long-short', relational time as isochrony, rhythmic alternation and hierarchical timing relations, and Fuzzy time as the statistically accessible domain of speech signal measurements. the following discussion first addresses the quantitative linear models, known as 'rhythm metrics', at the Fuzzy time level, followed the inter-level relations between the three time type levels. time type theory was applied by carson-Berndsen (1998) in a computational linguistic approach to automatic speech recognition.
Linear models
gibbon et al. (2005) and gibbon (2006) regard rhythm as an epiphenomenon determined by many linguistic and cognitive factors, but abstract a number of properties for the structural component of an epiphenomenal approach. the Base Unit of a rhythm (or other timing relation) is pattern, generally a syllable or a foot (accented syllable plus unaccented syllables) consisting of a finite trajectory through an n-dimensional parameter space (pitch, duration patterns, segmental patterns in syllables, etc.). Sequences of Base units are related by Alternation, i.e. dynamic traversal through at least two positions in the Base unit parameter space (e.g. high-low pitch, CV syllable structure, long-short or strong-weak syllable patterns). the Base unit sequences with alternation must enter into an Iteration relation, i.e. the alternating base pattern must repeat with at least two occurrences. Finally, for a rhythm to be identified, the Base units in a sequence with alternation and iteration must enter into an additional relation of Isochrony, i.e. the Base units must be equal in length. Rhythmic Base units are rarely exactly equal in length at the Fuzzy time level, but are subject to fuzzy isochrony ('sloppy isochrony'): Base unit durations are measured on a scale from more-or-less equal to more-or-less unequal, but may nevertheless be interpreted perceptually, and explained cognitively, as isochronous, within specifiable difference thresholds.
Several quantitative linear models have been proposed for speech timing. table 3 summarises three of the most well-known models, which specifically address the topic of isochrony in presumed foot-timed languages, together with the extent to which the models fulfil the necessary conditions on rhythm. the methods using linear Models are corpus-based, inductive, a posteriori procedures which start with input from annotated speech data, and extract time-stamps, differences between time-stamps (i.e. unit interval durations), and differences between durations (i.e. deceleration and acceleration of intervals).
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DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan (2005) showed that there is a strong correlation between each of these measures when applied to syllables, and between these measures and standard deviation of syllable durations, and rejected claims that these linear models are models of rhythm, on the grounds that they do not account for rhythmic alternation (cf. also gut 2012) because they operate on absolute (unsigned) duration differences.
in the remainder of this section the results of using a new tool, the time group analyser (tga: gibbon 2013), to investigate syllable durational properties, some of them novel, using the 'Syllables' annotation tier of the aix-MaRSeC corpus of english (auran et al. 2004) , are reported. Six of the eleven genre categories represented in the aix-MaRSeC corpus were selected on the grounds of greater similarity of informally defined speech styles: a ('Commentary'), B ('news broadcast'), C ('lecture aimed at general audience'), D ('lecture aimed at restricted audience'), F ('Magazine-style reporting'), k ('propaganda'). the functionally less similar five categories e ('Religious broadcast including liturgy'), g ('Fiction'), h ('poetry'), j ('Dialogue) and M ('Miscellaneous') were not dealt with.
the following procedure was used: 1. annotations in each genre category were analysed separately. 2. the annotations were divided into pause-delimited (inter-pause, interpausal) syllable groups.
3. For each genre, overall values for duration maximum, mean, range, intercept, slope, standard deviation and npVI were automatically calculated with the tga.
4. Values for all sequences were displayed together on a line graph in order to permit direct 'eyeballing' of similarities and differences between measures and between genres (further correlations were not investigated in this study). predictably, high correlations hold between mean and intercept, between SD and npVI, and between range and maximum. the interesting parameter is slope: each case shows deceleration, i.e. average increase in duration over the pause-defined segment. the slopes for genre categories a, B, C and D (news broadcast and lectures) are close together, while the more informal, audience-directed genres F and k (magazine and propaganda) show much larger deceleration. this result suggests a phonostylistic effect, with syllable slope patterning over pause-delimited segments as a contribution to speech style, which needs further investigation in terms of speech rate, as well as more precise sociolinguistic specification of genre categories.
alternation models
the second relevant property of speech timing is alternation. the linear Models fail because they lack this alternation detection property. one approach to characterising alternation in speech timing is the oscillator Model, incorporating quantitative measures of rhythm as oscillations in perceptions of relative rhythmicity (cf. Barbosa 2009; inden et al. 2012) . the present approach using the tga tool takes a more opportunistic approach, and retains the essential unit interval duration difference property of the linear Models (referred to here as ΔD), extracted in the same way from speech signal annotations, but also has an alternation detection property. unlike in the oscillator Models, instead of attempting to characterise 'always on' oscillators, the interval duration differences are tokenised into discrete units (increase, decrease and equality of duration), and a distributional analysis of the frequencies of these interval duration tokens is made, following familiar computational procedures from corpus linguistics.
the initial output of the alternation model is a stream of ΔD tokens: for this conversion, minimal duration changes are defined by means of an adjustable local threshold, typically around 50 ms, and changes below this threshold count as equal duration (currently thresholds are investigated manually; no algorithmic optimising search is performed). the ΔD tokens are represented as symbols: equality ('='), acceleration ('/') and deceleration ('\').
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DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan threshold-determined equality will be referred to as fuzzy isochrony or sloppy isochrony. to some extent, the procedure parallels for duration some of the stylisation procedures used in considerations of pitch: for the analysis of pitch into discrete entities (e.g. 't hart et al. 1990; auran et al. 2004) .
second, in order to identify alternating, isochronous or random duration tendencies, frequencies of token digrams, trigrams, quadgrams and quingrams are measured.
In view of the methodological emphasis of the present contribution, the token n-gram frequency analysis procedure is illustrated using a single monologue file a0102B.TextGrid from the aix-MaRSeC corpus. the results are shown in Inspection of the rows in table 4 shows that the threshold values 0 and 20 lead to almost identical results for all of the top three ΔD token pattern ranks, indicating a prevalence of alternations, and only rare threshold-determined equality. at 40 ms the situation starts to change, with more equalities, and from a threshold of 60 ms there is increasingly a preponderance of equalities. Informally, these results indicate a source of evidence for a limit of around 50 ms on the contribution of duration differences to the identification of isochrony in this english text.
there are a number of consequences to be drawn from this analysis in terms of further clarifications which are needed, but which are not within the scope of the present contribution:
1. the 50 ms limit itself is very likely an indication of a structurally relevant boundary. however, this can only be verified by examination of the linguistic constructions associated with the ΔD token patterns. 9% (18) /\/\ 7% (14) /\/\ 4% (9) \/\/ 3% (7) ===\ 5% (11) ==== 3. 5% (11) \/\\ 4% (8) =\/\ 3% (7) =\/\ 3% (7) ==/\ 4% (9) \=== 5-gram 1. 6% (10) \/\/\ 5% (9) \/\/\ 4% (6) \/\/\ 3% (5) ==/\/ 4% (6) ====\ 2. 5% (9) /\/\/ 4% (7) /\/\/ 3% (5) \=/=\ 3% (5) +==== 3% (5) =\=== 3. 5% (8) \/\// 3% (5) /\/\\ 2% (4) /\/\\ 2% (4) ====\ 3% (5) +==== 2. one fundamental problem of the so-called rhythm metrics is that they can identify degrees of isochrony, but in the direction of non-isochrony the values become less and less meaningful, since they do not distinguish between alternating and random sequences. the ΔD Analysis procedure outlines a path forward in this respect.
3. another fundamental problem of the so-called rhythm metrics is that they do not employ thresholds, but indiscriminately incorporate all duration differences, however small.
there are a number of open issues with the ΔD Analysis procedure, which are currently under investigation, concerning automatic threshold optimisation, numerical weighting of ΔD tokens, further numerical evaluation of the ΔD n-gram distributions to induce a 'rhythm grammar', and, not least, alignment of ΔD token patterns with grammatical patterns in order to determine the significance of ΔD thresholds.
however, the general conclusion is that this novel method provides one interesting way forward for identifying the essential alternation properties of rhythm, and thereby correcting a core weakness of so-called rhythm metrics which ignore alternation.
Hierarchical models
the two best-known hierarchical models of speech timing are those of Jassem & abercrombie (cf. discussion in gibbon et al. 2012) for english, which identify the 'rhythm group' or 'foot' as a basic unit with syllable components. these models have become standard models for providing frameworks for statistical analyses. the jassem model identifies two units, the Narrow Rhythm Unit, NRU, which starts with a stressed syllable and continues (optionally) with unstressed syllables until the next clear word boundary, and the (optional) Anacrusis, ANA, a sequence of unstressed syllables from a clear word boundary to the beginning of the next nRu. the jassem model claims that the ana and the nRu differ in their timing properties: each nRu in a sequence tends towards equal length (conditioned by the number of syllabic and phonemic constituents it contains), while the ana tends to be faster, less stressed, and less constrained towards isochrony. a sequence of ANA and NRU, bounded left and right by clear word boundaries, constitutes a Total Rhythm Unit, TRU. the abercrombie model, on the other hand, postulates only the foot, defined in a similar way to jassem's nRu, and introduces the concept of the 'silent beat', which relates indirectly to jassem's ana. Both models are candidates for a rhythm theory, since the claims embody a clear Base unit (the foot), alternation (stressed-unstressed syllables), Iteration (foot sequences), and Isochrony (tendency to equal nRu or foot timing). Jassem et al. (1984) demonstrated the quantitative validity of the jassem model; investigations of the abercrombie model have been less successful, which has in turn led to pessimism about finding quantitative rhythm correlates in the speech signal.
Campbell (1992) investigated hierarchical structures in speech timing from several perspectives, including the dependence on phone durations on syllable properties, and at a higher level the relation of syllable durations to prosodic structure (using Break Indices marking different levels in a hierarchy of boundaries between phonological and prosodic units) and grammatical structures. he found a number of tendencies: syllable durations tend to shorten in proportion to the hierarchical depth of a preceding grammatical phrase structure boundary, and lengthen in proportion to the hierarchical depth of either a following lp lVi (1) DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan grammatical phrase structure boundary, depth of grammatical embedding, or a following prosodic boundary in terms of Break Indices (cf. Figure 16 .12 in Campbell 1992) .
the present approach to hierarchical modelling introduces the notion of Time Tree Induction, which, like the linear Model and alternation Model approaches, is a data-driven a posteriori approach, in contrast to approaches which start with a priori models, such as linguistically motivated prosodic hierarchy trees. In this sense, the time tree Induction approach builds on the linear Model and alternation Model approaches, and extends campbell's duration-hierarchy correlation model. a first attempt to compare a posteriori duration hierarchies to a priori grammatical hierarchies was made by gibbon (2003; 2006) . like alternation Model analysis, TTI is also determined by relations between accelerating or decelerating tokens, except that, in contrast to discrete token sequence analysis, the numerical durations are used for tree induction. Currently the induction algorithm uses either deceleration relations or acceleration relations, but not both. the following rules define binary decelerating (short-long) trees, for example:
(1) a syllable s i is a tree constituent.
In a tree constituent sequence S = < s i , s j > , if dur(s i ) < dur(s i ) , then S is a tree constituent with the duration label dur(s j ).a bottom-up algorithm applies the rules until no more applications are possible. trees with other structures emerge, depending on several factors: (1) how '=' is dealt with (e.g. as '>=' or 'not >'), (2) with '>' (acceleration) instead of '<' (deceleration), and (3) whether a right-left or left-right schedule together with early or late recursive closure is used to implement the grouping criterion.
the following illustration of the procedure uses the duration-annotated sequence for one inter-pausal group which was extracted automatically from the monologue file a0102B.
TextGrid from the aix-MaRSeC corpus:
'mo::160 'nju:z:330 @:60 'baut:150 D@:100 're:160 vr @n:210 'sVn:290 'mjVn:290 ‚mu:n:500 a left-right recursive algorithm applies the specified ΔD criterion to the current and following input-level annotation durations to create a binary subtree; if the criterion fails, a stack of previously constructed subtree constituents is examined in order to create larger subtrees, and if this fails, the bottom-up search for a new subtree restarts. (note that an alternative algorithm which processes the stack immediately after successful input-level construction may lead to different results.) the tga tool computes the derivation step by step (cf. table 5). the automatically generated output of the implementation is a parsed treebracketing (which is visualised as a tree graph in Figure 5 ): (('mo: 'nju:z) ((((@ 'baut) ((D@ 're) vr@n)) 'sVn) ('mjVn 'mu:n))) Comparison of the time tree with grammatical units reveals six correspondences (given in orthography, for readability): 'more news', 'about', 'the Reverend', 'about the Reverend', 'about the Reverend Sun Mun Moon', and, non-trivially, the whole inter-pause unit 'more news about the Reverend Sun Mun Moon'. two sequences do not correspond exactly to grammatical units: 'the Re', 'the Reverend Sun', of which the sequence 'the Re' can be analysed as ana in the jassem timing model, followed by a more prominent 'verend'. a tree-comparison algorithm has been used to determine the degree of similarity between time trees and grammatical trees (gibbon 2003; 2006) . experiments with an acceleration condition yield a largely right-branching structure which does not yield any correspondences with grammatical or other plausible units beyond suffixed words. the ΔD relations are not necessarily related to rhythm, though symmetries in the tree may provide clues to rhythmic patterns. however, grammatical structure, not rhythm, is at issue at this point.
Clearly, in view of the number of degrees of freedom depending on the selected duration difference criterion and parse schedules, further levels of automation are required in order to search the space of relations between time trees and grammatical structures.
Finally, the genre under consideration ('Commentary' by a female speaker) represents a somewhat formal, rehearsed style, where prosody-grammar correspondences may be expected. It is not only duration and grammatical structure which are likely to correlate, but also semantically and pragmatically motivated constrastive and emphatic structures, while on the phonetic side pitch patterning will also be involved, as well as effects of intrinsic phone duration on syllable duration and hence on the duration trees. these complexities require extensive further research.
Functional interpretation of timing in dialogue
Speech timing functions at several levels in dialogue: in turn-taking (relative length of turns, gaps and overlaps between turns), and within turns (pauses, prominence patterns and hierarchical rhythm structures). to investigate sociophonetic timing in dialogue in connection with the phonetic alignment or non-alignment of participants, a scenario was designed in which misunderstandings are elicited: speaker a has a caller role and gives instructions to speaker B, in a call-centre role, about how to get from a hospital to a person with a heart attack. Because speakers' maps differed a little, misunderstandings occurred and the speakers had to negotiate the route in order to finish the task (Bachan 2011) . the dialogues were lp lVi (1) DaFYDD gIBBon, kataRzYna kleSSa & jolanta BaChan conducted in polish between polish native speakers, and recorded in stressful conditions between people who did not know each other. Six dialogues (total duration 15 min 20 sec, three male, three female) were recorded, annotated at syllable level and analysed using descriptive statistical methods.
the following discussion addresses the specific questions of whether there are gender or role differences in stressful dialogues, and which speech timing models perform better than others in this task. the oscillograms in table 6 illustrate the turn-taking activity of the dialogues: speaker B does not have a simple listener role, but gave a lot of feedback to speaker a about whether the instructions were understood. the upper and lower oscillograms show the speech of speaker B (call-centre) and speaker a (caller) respectively. Initial analysis of the temporal turn organisation showed that the female B speakers speak less than male B speakers, giving less feedback and enquiring less about the correct route. Deeper analysis of the dialogues showed that speech in female dialogues hardly overlaps, this occurring only when female speaker B misunderstood an instruction and speaker a interrupted speaker B to clarify. Different kinds of turn-taking occur. In Dialogue 2 speaker B gave belated positive feedback: speaker a gave speaker B time to provide positive feedback, both speakers were silent for a few seconds, then when speaker a continued, speaker B provided feedback to the previous instructions, perhaps due to speaker B's initially being silent while concentrating on marking the route on the map.
Male dialogues were much more lively and interactive, and their turn timing shows three phases: initial, medial and final. Initially, their speech overlaps in the greeting and introductory part of the dialogue (e.g. arranging what the task is and where to start). the male B speakers gave brief positive feedback, and their utterances were much longer when they were asking for information or providing information about understanding instructions or about where they were moving on the map. although initially the speakers' speech overlapped, regardless of the function of the turn (positive feedback, information providing), in the course of the task, in the medial phase, the speakers tended to align, with speaker a waiting for speaker B to give positive feedback (no speech over-lap), before continuing with a further instruction. also, when the B speakers were asking questions, speaker a waited until the question finished before answering. as with female speakers, overlaps happened when the instructions were misinterpreted by speaker B, and speaker a had to interrupt to clarify the route. In the final phase after the dialogue, when participants had accomplished the task, they took leave of each other, and their goodbye utterances again overlapped.
Quantitative analysis of dialogue
For quantitative analysis of the dialogue the tga tool was used, with further evaluation as necessary. the annotations of silent pauses, speaker noises, intrusive noises, and laughter were treated as pauses. a set of different measures based on syllable timing within interpause groups was selected and investigated:
1. overall timing properties: for each speaker, overall duration, minimum and maximum syllable lengths, syllable/sec speech rate.
2. global tendencies: for each speaker, overall median, mean and normalised pairwise variability index (nPVI), i.e. mean differences between adjacent syllable pairs, normalised by dividing the difference by the mean of the pair. Figure 6 presents the mean and median duration of syllables and the standard deviation. the overall mean durations vary within a dialogue (the exceptions are dialogue 1 and 2), whereas the overall median duration values are more similar. the standard deviation is very high, indicating a broad range of variation between very short (e.g. in fast speech) or very long (e.g. filled pauses and hesitations). the nPVI values are presented in Figure 7 . the overall nPVI values for all the dialogue pairs are almost the same - an exception is dialogue 5 (speaker a: 39, speaker B: 46), with smaller nPVI for female speakers and higher for male speakers. across the dialogues, mean and median nPVI values are more diverse, but between interlocutors they tend to be more similar, indicating phonetic alignment of speakers within a dialogue.
the detailed results of analysis of the six dialogues are presented in table 7. the analysis confirms the impression that both speakers were active in the dialogue: Comparison of the 'Valid time groups' shows that one of the speakers, here speaker a, spoke much more than speaker B. Clear gender differences are indicated by two variables. First, 'overall duration' shows that female B speakers were silent about 66% of the time; male dialogues were longer; male B speakers spoke more, about 40% of the time; female and male speech rates are equal (5.17 syll/sec), but females in a dialogue had more similar speech rates except in Dialogue 3, while male speakers varied more in speech rate. Second, 'overall slope' shows that in female dialogues, for female B speakers (instruction followers) the slope is steeper than for a speakers, which means that the B speakers slowed down their speech during an utterance. Male speaker slope values are less steep and even negative, suggesting that male speakers sometimes increased their speech tempo during an utterance. overall slope values for male speakers are more similar in each pair, but 'Mean of Slopes' and 'Median of Slopes' for female and male dialogues show that speakers in the a and B dialogue roles differ considerably.
Comparison of female vs. male dialogues
In Figure 8 various measurements of the syllable duration, standard deviation and nPVI index in dialogues between female and male speakers a and B are presented. the overall mean and median of syllable durations for each group differ a great deal, which suggests that there are many extreme values (either very short syllables in fast speech or long syllables, i.e. hesitations and filled pauses). table 8 shows the summary analysis of the dialogues between female and male speakers a and B. the nPVI values (i.e. the overall mean and median) are almost the same for the female speakers, while male values diverge. the values of standard deviation are higher for a speakers, probably due to their changing their speaking style or speed from very fast speech when giving instructions to very slow hesitating speech and filled pauses when they could not find correct words to express themselves. the overall intercepts for B speakers are very similar, while the values for a speakers are quite different. however, when looking at the mean and median of the intercepts, the results of female and male a speakers are similar, as well as the results of female and male B speakers. the overall slope values for female speakers are very close, while the male values differ, even being negative for a speakers. table 9 shows the results of a summary comparison between a speakers and B speakers, as well as between female speakers and male speakers. the results show that a speakers spoke much more than B speakers, and also the male speakers spoke more than females. the overall minimum value is the smallest for male a speakers - caused probably by fast speech. the overall rate is similar, but the values for female speakers are the smallest. a similarity is seen between the overall mean and median values between speakers a and B, while the difference is larger between female and male speech. In all cases, females' syllable dura- tions are the longest. the mean and median nPVIs values differ less between speakers a and B, while the difference is larger between female and male speakers. the mean and median value of the slope is the smallest for a speakers, indicating that their speech was fast and speeding up towards the end of the utterance. Standard deviation is high for all analysed groups of speakers.
Conclusions
the temporal structure of dialogues indicated a clear difference between female and male dialogues. Female dialogues were shorter, and the speakers' speech did not overlap much, apart from the misunderstandings and hesitations, while male speakers interacted a lot, interrupting each other, but finally also accommodating and reducing speech overlap. Such a difference may be caused not only by the female-male differences, but also by the specific nature of the task. It is suspected that males felt more comfortable when giving directions on how to get to the place and also in following instructions about turning left or right. the dialogue strategies differed between females and males. while females did not interrupt each other during speaking, males provided a lot of feedback and interrupted each other. however, in the course of the dialogues, the male speakers aligned their behaviours and did not start talking before the other speaker finished. In general, the B speakers slowed down in the course of their utterances, as shown by the slope high values, whereas the slope of a speakers was much smaller, even being negative overall for male a speakers. the standard deviations for all speakers were high, indicating that the speech was vivid and spontaneous. 
Summary and outlook
Both the study of the literature and the original research reported in this study reveal a wide variety of fruitful methodologies which have been and are continuing to be deployed in the study of speech timing. on the one hand, the complexity of identifying valid timing paradigmatic properties by means of contextual factors is made very clear by the Classification and Regression Trees (CaRt) studies. on the other, the need to examine the syntagmatic structures of linearity, alternation and hierarchy has also been demonstrated. Finally, the options for interpreting duration patterning at the discourse level from a functional point of view are clear.
the results of the various timing analysis methods can be used in various application scenarios. one very common scenario, which cannot be dealt with here, lies in the computational support of foreign language learning proficiency testing by objective comparison of duration properties of native speaker and foreign language speaker timing patterns. an open question concerns the possible potential of using the results of perception-based studies as a support for characterising long-term features of speech and speakers. these are ongoing research fields. another scenario, to which the present study is closely related, is speech technology and dialogue system design. It is not only the paradigmatic and syntagmatic properties of timing patterns that are useful in this scenario, but also the sociolinguistic patterns which emerge from dialogue corpus study. the female-male differences showed that different dialogue strategies could be implemented in a dialogue system when interacting with females or males, though much further sociolinguistic research on the reasons for these differences is necessary, and it would not be advisable to apply these descriptive results without careful consideration of these reasons.
